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Collaboration Nation
Three well-loved brands team up with edgy, fashion-forward 
individuals to churn out this season’s hottest looks
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Stomping gRound

Model Agyness Deyn is rarely seen out of her 
trusty Dr Martens. Now, the pair has taken their 
relationship to the next level by collaborating  
on a limited edition collection based on  
Deyn’s androgynous style and her love for all 
things vintage.

The collection very much adheres to a British 
fashion sensibility. Reversible bomber jackets 
and jumpsuits are juxtaposed with lace-trimmed 
dresses and cropped fleece tees. Varsity-style 
cardigans also make an appearance, as do  
Dr Marten’s signature lace-up velvet Creepers in 
its signature black and cherry red.

Agyness Deyn for Dr Martens is available 
exclusively at 02-17A Wheelock Place

going foR the gold

Once described by photographer Helmut Newton 
as a “fashion maniac,” Anna Dello Russo is the 
current fashion director of Vogue Japan and 
one of contemporary fashion’s driving forces. 
Unabashedly glamorous, precious and playful, 
Anna Dello Russo and her latest collection with 
H&M carries an ornamental opulence in animal 
appliqué, classy clutches, theatrical sunglasses 
and shoes sporting Dello Russo’s trademark 
stiletto heels. 

“Accessories are like vitamins to fashion: you 
should use them liberally as such,” commented 
Dello Russo. Truer words have never been spoken.

Anna Dello Russo x H&M will be available at H&M 
stores worldwide and online starting October

undeRcoveR agent

Uniqlo has announced the final collection in 
its collaborative design project with acclaimed 
designer Jun Takahashi of the cult-hit fashion 
label Undercover – an acclaimed Japanese 
designer known for blending a distinctively  
punk-inspired aesthetic with elements of  
modern street fashion.

The 31-piece collection includes jackets,  
tunics, hoodies and jeans in a autumn-
appropriate colour palette of wine, olive, grey 
and black. Notable pieces include knitwear 
dresses and cardigans, jeans with side zips and 
dark tunics with ribbon detailing.

Uniqlo x Undercover is available at Uniqlo 
stores islandwide

Clockwise from 
top left: Agyness 
deyn for dr 
Martens; Anna 
dello russo x 
H&M; UNIQLo x 
Undercover
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